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Opportunity Ripe for Digital Transformation
Expert exhorts industry to speed up adoption.
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This assertion might amuse geophysicists who
have waited for years for computers to catch up
with their processing and interpretation theories.
But now that AI, ML and neural networks are more

See OPPORTUNITY continued on page 9
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Council Approves
Voting Rights
for Associate
Members

KOC:
DARING TO
GO FURTHER

Proposal to ease application
process fails.
BY STEVE BROWN, SEG STAFF

A

proposed SEG Bylaws amendment that would
give associate members voting rights was
passed by a two-thirds majority of the SEG
Council on Sunday afternoon during the 2018 Annual
Council Meeting. Another proposed amendment that
would expand the pool of candidates for council chair
also passed, while a third proposed amendment that
would have simplified the Active Membership application process failed.
The first proposed Bylaws amendment presented
before the council on Sunday passed quickly, decisively
and with little discussion prior to the vote. The amendment sought to expand the pool of candidates for council
chair from current members of the council to current
and previous members of the council. John Duhault,
representing the Canadian SEG, spoke briefly in favor
of the proposed amendment, and there was no dissenting discussion. The proposed amendment to Article
VII, Section 5 of the SEG Bylaws passed by a unanimous
See VOTING RIGHTS continued on page 11

Kuwait Oil Company’s new 2040 Strategy calls for the exploration of new
frontiers. That is why KOC is currently making excellent progress in our
effort to develop Kuwait’s offshore hydrocarbon reserves. From the recent
and successful 3D seismic survey of Kuwait Bay to the construction of new
infrastructure that will allow us to tap further and deeper into our reservoirs
of wealth, KOC remains committed to living up to its responsibility of
providing energy to the world.
At KOC, our goal is to remain innovative as we develop and embrace new
ideas, methods and approaches that will allow us to overcome operational
challenges and create value as we pursue new frontiers. Alone and with
our partners, we have committed ourselves to operational excellence while
also doing everything in our power to protect the environment in which we
work.

@kocofficial
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A License to Operate
Nodal technology brings new understanding to the LA Basin.
BY RHONDA DUEY, SENIOR EDITOR, EXPLORATION

S

eismic surveys, to many people, are the beginning of
the end.
If oil and gas reserves are discovered, that can mean a
serious incursion onto pristine land. “Leave it in the ground”
could be an argument against any seismic activity whatsoever.
But Eric Campbell, one of this year’s
Applied Science speakers at SEG, has
honed his career on working with the
public to quell their fears about seismic
surveys. Having worked in the Los Angeles (LA) Basin recently, he has had to deal
with a populace that is not always a strong
supporter of oil and gas development. His
message to the high school students who
Eric Campbell
attend his lecture will be that crew members have to “be attentive and gracious even
if assailed by someone who is very antagonistic.”
Campbell grew up in Texas, attending the University of
Texas at Austin and Trinity University. He majored in history,
psychology and philosophy before leaving college to join the
professional racquetball circuit. But while in college he spent
a summer in the Aleutian Islands working as a shooter for a
seismic crew. After his racquetball career ended he began as a
juggy and later became a party manager after one year for GSI/
Texas Instruments.

This led to a 12-year career in the seismic industry during
which 3-D seismic was coming into its own. But Campbell also
delved into alternative fuels during that time, working with his
father to air condition 22 school districts and convert school
buses from diesel to natural gas.
Campbell brings a unique understanding to the process of
permitting seismic surveys. While landowners can benefit from
hydrocarbon resources being discovered on their property, these
developments are not without their issues. Campbell’s employees
bring a special concern to the process.
“We have strict protocols in place to deal with their concerns,”
he said. “[Our contractors] are polite and stress that safety is
their primary concern.”
More recently, he has been in the right-of-way business. He
has worked as a permit manager for the Williams’ Fiber Build
from Seattle to Portland and the Williams Kern River 2 Gas
Pipeline Permit Project from Salt Lake to Los Angeles. Then he
worked as the field right-of-way manager for the Shell Pipeline
West Coast until 2006 before rejoining the seismic industry in
2006, forming LA Seismic LLC in 2012.
He said the process of obtaining a permit is that of asking
for permission, like a guest might ask for permission to stroll
around the grounds. “Your activities have regional scientific
importance, and [you need to stress that] this project will benefit
the academic community and will provide information that will
benefit the safety of everyone.
See LICENSE continued on page 10
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The Geology of Offshore Northern Argentina
There is untapped hydrocarbon potential in frontier basins.
CONTRIBUTED BY SPECTRUM GEO

O

ffshore northern Argentina has attracted very
little oil and gas industry interest over the years.
A lack of success in exploration campaigns in the
late 1960s and again in the mid-1990s can be attributed
in large part to a limited understanding of rift basins and
rifted volcanic margins and to inadequate technology at
the time. Recent billion-barrel discoveries in analogous
basins elsewhere on the Atlantic margin utilizing stateof-the-art seismic and drilling technology with the latest
geological concepts on source rock and reservoir development point to this underexplored region as one of the
last frontiers for both shallow-water and deepwater oil
and gas exploration.
The present-day continental margin of northern
Argentina is a volcanic rifted margin segmented by
major transfer zones that reflect the pre-existing Gondwanan structural fabric. The individual basins along
this margin, the Salado, Colorado, Valdes and Rawson
basins, formed initially from intracratonic rifting within
the paleocontinent of Gondwana during the middle
Mesozoic, and those evolved into true passive margins
following the separation of the South American plate
from the African plate in the Early Cretaceous.
The adjacent Argentina Basin formed with the opening of the South Atlantic in the Early Cretaceous. It has
all the elements of a true rifted volcanic margin, with
seaward dipping reflectors on transitional crust, the formation of new oceanic crust, and the prototypical synrift, sag and drift sequences deposited on thinned and
continental crust. It trends northeast-southwest, parallel

to the present-day coastline and shelf edge, and extends
more than 1,200 km from Uruguay to the North Falkland/Malvinas Basin. No wells have been drilled in this
truly frontier basin. Based on regional seismic, gravity
and magnetics data, it appears to have much in common
with the deepwater Orange and Namibe basins on the
African conjugate margin.
Only 26 exploration wells have been drilled on the
entire northern margin, none in water depths greater
than 110 m. Fortunately, a significant amount of academic work has been done since then, largely focused
on understanding the evolution of the South Atlantic
Ocean, rifted margins and ocean basins in general. This
work, and industry exploration of other deepwater rifted
margins, has led to a far better understanding than we
had 20 years ago.
A common misconception about the southern South
Atlantic is that there are no source rocks south of the
Rio Grande Rise-Walvis Ridge in Brazil and Namibia.

Industry News

This has been comprehensively disproven as mature,
oil-prone source rocks have been found in wells in the
Colorado Basin in both syn-rift and pre-rift rocks; in
Deep Sea Drilling Project wells on both margins; and in
industry wells on the Namibian and South African margins. Live oil was recovered from a well in the Colorado
Basin, and oil staining and traces of live oil were found in
inboard wells in the Colorado, Valdes and Salado basins.
All the critical elements of a successful hydrocarbon exploration program in a frontier basin, including evidence of source rocks, reservoirs, structural
and stratigraphic traps, and seals have been identified
in wells and on newly acquired long-offset seismic.
The application of modern technology may well prove
to be the key to unlocking the potential of this vast,
underexplored region.
Visit Spectrum Geo at its “Argentina Happy Hour” at
1 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 16, at booth 731 for an exclusive
data viewing and to learn more. n

HOW DO YOU

STACK UP?
Want to outperform the competition and be a top performer in your basin?

DUG Announces
Cloud Service

Over the last year, eight out of the top ten producing wells in the Permian

Perth-based DownUnder GeoSolutions (DUG)
is building a unique cloud service tailored specifically to the geophysics community. The new
service, DUG McCloud, will be backed by a
huge geophysically configured supercomputer
in a purpose-built exascale compute facility. The
machine will be located at Skybox Houston in a
purpose-built facility.
The initial DUG McCloud data hall at Skybox has 15 MW of power and will house a 250
petaflop (single-precision) machine once fully
installed. Plans, power and space are in hand to
expand the facility beyond an exaflop.
DUG McCloud will be available to external companies to expand their computational
resources on demand. In addition, the cloud service will give clients access to DUG’s proprietary
software, with the option of source code, to accelerate their research, development and production.
The DUG McCloud facility is due for completion in February 2019, with service commencing
in the second quarter of 2019.
DUG will cool this massive supercomputer
using its innovative immersion cooling system,
DUG Cool. Computer nodes are fully submerged
in specially designed tanks filled with polyalphaolefin dielectric fluid. The thermal properties of
the fluid, in addition to the removal of the server
fans, make it an incredibly energy- and cost-efficient way to run a data center. The efficiencies of
HPC systems are commonly evaluated using the
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) metric. DUG
currently operates DUG Cool data centers in
their Perth, Houston, London and Kuala Lumpur
offices at a proven PUE of 1.05 or less. n

well productivity and performance, and we continue to work with the best
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were drilled by MicroSeismic clients. For more than 15 years we have
provided reliable reservoir characterization services to help our clients improve
producers and performers across all basins.

8 10
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TOP PERMIAN WELLS USE*

*Source: DrillingInfo

866-593-0032 / MicroSeismic.com
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Deep Learning: A Step toward Automatic
Prestack Interpretation
Deep learning will play a strategic role in the industry’s digital transformation.
BY DUANE DOPKIN, EMERSON AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS

M

achine learning methods have been applied to geoscience data for
more than 25 years, with commercial applications emerging in the
early 1990s. These applications were largely focused on the automation
of tedious tasks and the classification of digital data. Once considered as niceto-have technologies, machine learning solutions are rapidly gaining acceptance
through a surge in R&D, application experience and the availability of technology as open source offerings. Sizes and diversities of subsurface and surface data
are motivating the industry to find alternative methods to analyze data in time
frames that are not possible with current methods. Deep learning, a specific type
of machine learning, is one such alternative that holds strong promise for solving
several challenges with the seismic method.
The industry has been advantaged by a wealth of high-density and rich azimuth
seismic data, acquired over the past 10 years. These data-rich surface acquisitions
sample an equally rich set of subsurface information resulting in different waveSee DEEP LEARNING continued on page 10

This comparison shows image volume (all wavefields) versus deep learning classification
of acquisition footprint energy and fault energy. The separation of wavefields is enabled
by the creation of FAZ direction angle gathers, principal component analysis and deep
learning. (Image courtesy of Emerson Automation Solutions)

Method Changes the Way Marine Seismic Data
are Acquired, Processed
A seismic field trial confirmed potential for reduced environmental impact and demonstrated higher sampling
and acquisition efficiency.
CONTRIBUTED BY PGS

P

GS has recently completed a small scale seismic trial using eSeismic offshore Brazil. eSeismic involves the use of continuous source and
receiver wavefields to fundamentally change the way
that marine seismic data are acquired and processed.
The results show a significant decrease in sound pressure levels meaning less environmental impact and
sampling is improved without compromising efficiency.
This novel method is currently under development
in PGS’ R&D unit and involves the continuous recording of seismic data for as long as it takes to acquire the
sail lines. The sources also are operated continuously
and the field trial confirms the potential benefits of
recording of continuous source and receiver wavefields
including reduced environmental impact, improved
efficiency and better data quality. eSeismic development is funded by The Research Council of Norway,
Equinor and PGS.
To use the method with existing equipment, individual airguns are triggered in a near-continuous fashion
with short randomized time intervals to generate a
continuous wavefield. The emitted signals approach the
properties of white noise making it possible to deconvolve the data with the total source wavefield.
The recent eSeismic field trial survey was acquired
with 16-by-8, 100-m-long multicomponent streamers
with 100-m inter-cable spacing. A constant streamer
tow depth of 15 m was used. The source setup consisted of six sub-arrays with airguns, and each subarray was equipped with six airguns. Individual airguns were triggered with a mean interval between
consecutive triggerings of several shots a second. The
nominal separation between the sub-arrays of airguns
was 16.67 m. Since the source deconvolution using the
proposed method can solve for one point source per
sub-array of airguns, so six point sources in the crossline direction, the nominal cross-line bin size for this
survey is 8.33 m. In the in-line direction the receiver
gathers have a trace spacing of 12.5 m. For comparison, a conventional dual-source acquisition with the
same streamer geometry would deliver a cross-line
bin size of 25 m.
4

A timeslice from the 2018 eSeismic 3-D pilot survey in Brazil is shown. Reducing the energy emitted reduces
environmental impact while preserving data quality. (Image courtesy of PGS)

Reducing environmental impact

One of the main potential benefits with the proposed
method is reduced environmental impact of marine
seismic sources. The peak sound pressure levels are significantly reduced by triggering one airgun at a time
compared to triggering many airguns in an array simultaneously as in conventional marine seismic sources.
Sound exposure levels also are reduced. The peak sound
pressure levels are approximately 20 dB to 22 dB lower
for the proposed method compared to conventional,
whereas the sound exposure levels are 8 dB to 9 dB lower
for eSeismic.

Better data quality by increasing sampling
by 300%
Dense cross-line common mid points spacing is achieved
without compromising the acquisition efficiency. The
800-m-wide sail line is sampled with 96 common mid
points compared to 32 with a standard dual-source con-

figuration. The bin size of the 3-D migrated volume is
12.5 m by 12.5 m.

Improving efficiency

From an efficiency standpoint, there are minimal vessel
speed limitations because this method does not require
the seismic recording or the sources to be triggered with
specific spatial intervals. Limitations imposed by shot
cycle time and record length are now relaxed.

Imaging continuous wavefields

On the receiver side, all the continuous data are processed at once to maintain the continuity of the data.
After receiver motion correction of each measured
component, the measured data are in stationary receiver
positions and the deconvolution of the emitted source
wavefield can be performed. This is done by computing
the entire emitted source wavefield that can contribute
See METHOD continued on page 11
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High-end Seismic Imaging Solves Shallow
Gas Challenges
The latest Q modeling and Q-compensating imaging techniques bring greater clarity to Northern Viking Graben.
CONTRIBUTED BY CGG

C

GG has recently completed seismic depth imaging of its entire Northern Viking Graben multiclient survey, in the Norwegian North Sea. The
latest visco-acoustic (Q) velocity modeling and seismic
imaging technologies have been applied to BroadSeis
broadband variable-depth streamer field data, acquired
between 2014 and 2016. The final output forms a contiguous data volume covering 35,400 sq km.
The Northern Viking Graben, like many other areas
around the globe, contains a wide range of localized
near-surface geological anomalies with shallow gas
being a particular feature in this area. In fact, some of
the shallow gas accumulations are identified gas fields,
including Frigg and Peon.
Shallow gas anomalies typically exhibit anomalously
high absorption, associated with amplitude attenuation and phase distortion of seismic data. These challenging issues cause unwanted effects during imaging,
such as dim zones, uneven image illumination and
migration artifacts. Another absorption feature specific to the area is the large body associated with the
Norwegian trench, which crosses the entire survey
area from northwest to southeast.
Preprocessing for the imaging consisted notably
of a noise attenuation flow targeting swell noise,
seismic interference and post-critical energy as well
as broadband deghosting, short- and long-period
free-surface multiple attenuation, common-offset
binning and regularization.

anisotropy and Q models to correct for amplitude loss
and phase dispersion and thus delivered improved resolution and continuity.
The final reprocessing delivers outstanding results,
clearly highlighting near-surface features such as the
Peon gas field (illustrated). A better model and understanding of the shallow geology also lead to clearer
images of the deeper structures.
The Northern Viking Graben dataset is complemented
by a well study of 100 reinterpreted wells that have been
integrated with the seismic results. A southern extension
of 8,000 sq km is being acquired, which will be processed
through the same sequence and seamlessly merged.
The Q modeling and imaging techniques are widely
applicable elsewhere in the world. For example, CGG’s
35,000-sq-km Cornerstone survey in the Central North

Sea is being processed through a similar sequence, with
impressive high-resolution images of the Forties channels already having been achieved.
Further research is ongoing, testing the benefits of
Q least-squares migration algorithms. Least-squares
migration inherently favors amplification of signal over
noise, thus reducing the risk that the Q-compensation
will overboost noise. This is of practical relevance in
areas of low signal-to-noise ratio, such as beneath the
kind of shallow gas anomalies discussed earlier.
For more information, don’t miss CGG's SEG 2018
paper, “Imaging through Near-surface Absorption
Bodies with Visco-acoustic Least-squares Migration:
A Case Study from the Northern Viking Graben” by
Latter et al. at 9:45 a.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 17, in the
SPMI3 session. n

This slice, at a depth of 595 m through the Q model,
clearly highlights the extent of the Peon gas field.
(Image courtesy of CGG Multi-Client & New Ventures)

The model building phase used both Q tomography
and Q full-waveform inversion (FWI) to create a Q
model, which defined the location and extent of absorption anomalies. Advanced tomographic inversion and
both refraction and reflection FWI were used alongside the Q work to derive the velocities and anisotropic
parameters. This model building encompassed the full
35,400-sq-km area.
Imaging used advanced Q-compensating migration
algorithms, which took full advantage of the velocity,
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Chasing Shales in Mexico
Renaissance Oil Corp. got an early foot in the door to develop these potentially giant fields.
BY RHONDA DUEY, SENIOR EDITOR, EXPLORATION

N

orth American shale plays are seemingly
pretty well-known, and other than a major
find here or there, they are considered, for the
most part, mature basins. This is not the case in other
parts of the world, where major discoveries continue
to be made. Bahrain, for instance, recently announced
its largest oil discovery, estimated at 80 Bbbl, and it’s a
shale oil play. The U.K.’s Bowland Basin continues to
attract attention as well.
But Mexico might be part of the largest prize. After
its oil reforms in 2013, the nation welcomed foreign
companies that hoped to apply their shale expertise
from North America to other parts of the world. One
of these companies was Renaissance Oil Corp. E&P
recently visited with Kevin Smith, vice president of
business development for Renaissance, about the shale
potential of the Amatitlan Block, where the company
partnered with Lukoil and Pemex in 2017 to develop
the 243-sq-km block.
E&P: What attracted you to the Amatitlan Block initially?
Smith: We believe that the Amatitlan Block holds an
immense shale oil resource. Renaissance is focused on
unconventional resource development and has been
studying and mapping the petroleum systems of Mexico for several years. Mexico has had a tremendously
successful history in producing its rich oil resources,
including the Golden Lane oil fields, highlighted by
Cerro Azul-4, the largest single oil well in the history
of global oil development, with production of 260,000
bbl/d, and the Cantarell Field, the world’s largest offshore
oil field that reached peak production of 2.1 MMbbl/d.
What these Mexican landmark oil fields have in common is that the oil in their reservoirs was primarily
sourced from the Upper Jurassic shale deposits below
these formations.
Unlike Texas, the Mexican source rock shale formations have not been commercially developed, and the
thickest and potentially most prolific resources are in the
Tampico-Misantla Basin (TMB). In the heart of the TMB
is the Amatitlan Block, which we believe is located in the
sweet spot of the Upper Jurassic shales.
E&P: Your website starts out by noting that your company is ‘applying the latest technologies developed in
North America.’ Can you go into more detail?

A technician takes measurements at Malva, one of Renaissance Oil’s conventional fields in Mexico. (Photo courtesy
of Renaissance Oil)

Smith: The core of Renaissance’s technical team is a
group of geoscientists and an engineer who worked
together at Mitchell Energy with the goal of commercializing the world’s first unconventional play, the Barnett Shale. After that success, these pioneers went on
to work on shale resource plays across the U.S. and the
world. The team now has reunited to tackle the task
of commercializing Mexico’s first shale play. Integral
to the team is drilling and completions engineer Nick
Steinsberger, who designed and implemented the slickwater frack, solving the Barnett Shale. Steinsberger has
gone on to drill and complete more than 1,200 shale
wells using a constantly evolving set of new technologies and completion techniques. Along with his former
Mitchell Energy colleagues, he is bringing his extensive experience and understanding of unconventional
resource development to Mexico, where the shale oil
potential is yet untouched.
E&P: The website also noted, ‘Renaissance’s analysis
indicates the Upper Jurassic interval is an oil-rich
hybrid shale system … and is highly prospective for
targeted stacked pay development.’ Can you be more
specific about what type of analysis you applied?
Smith: Leading our understanding and mapping of
the petroleum systems in Mexico is Geochemist Dan
Jarvie, who in the early days of the energy reform had

unprecedented access for a team member of an international oil company to the extensive core and log
libraries in Mexico. Jarvie acquired data from 60 wells
drilled across the TMB, including several cores taken
from deeper wells drilled at Amatitlan,that penetrated
the thick shale formations. He took these samples to
modern labs in Houston for geochemical analysis that
allowed for a detailed comparison to the rock composition of successful unconventional plays from across
the world. Jarvie concluded that the Upper Jurassic
shales are very comparable to another marine carbonate formation, the Eagle Ford shales of South Texas,
with the predominant difference being that the Upper
Jurassic shales are on average more than three times
thicker than the Eagle Ford shales. He had the opportunity to closely study the Eagle Ford and many other
global shale resources during his previous role as chief
geochemist at EOG Resources Inc., his time assisting
Mitchell Energy at “cracking the code” of the Barnett
Shale and in a remarkable career dedicated to unconventional resource development. Renaissance is quite
fortunate to have Jarvie and his vast experience and
expertise on the team focused on Mexico.
E&P: The website noted that Renaissance was awarded
its top three choices in Mexico’s first oil and gas auction in 80 years. What did you bring to the table?
Smith: The initial properties awarded to us in call 1.3
are in close proximity to each other in the state of Chiapas and came with a steady production base in excess of
1,600 boe/d. We have employed sophisticated reinterpretation of existing 3-D seismic data to identify potentially
undrained areas of these formerly prolific reservoirs.
Renaissance plans to drill three development wells into
the Chiapas blocks in 2018 and work over existing wells
with the target of increasing production threefold over
the year.
The Chiapas blocks also are of strategic importance
as they are situated in the middle of the Sureste Basin
surrounded by Pemex producing blocks that have
recently come to market for farm-outs. Renaissance has
tremendous growth potential in the south of Mexico by
organically developing our existing blocks and through
acquisition and farm-in of surrounding acreage.
E&P: What can we expect to see next from Renaissance in Mexico?

A Simmons Edeco drilling rig drills to the Chicontepec at Amatitlan. (Photo courtesy of Renaissance Oil)
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Smith: Renaissance recently has completed the drilling
of 10 wells into the shallower Chicontepec formations
at Amatitlan in 2018 and has returned the block back
into production. The next big milestone for the company will be to drill a deeper well this summer to test
the Upper Jurassic shales. The shale well will be the first
unconventional well drilled by an international oil company in Mexico’s history and is an opportunity to unlock
tremendous value in the block by initiating a new worldclass shale play in Mexico. n
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Reflection-based FWI Improves Velocity Model
A new method incorporates reflection data to derive the deeper subsurface velocity model.
CONTRIBUTED BY WESTERNGECO

E

xploration in deeper subsurface targets depends
on obtaining reliable deep velocity updates that
are provided by incorporating reflection data.
However, concerns arise when the data lack long offsets
and are dominated by reflection energy. Consequently,
petrotechnical experts end up facing a dilemma: how
can reflection data be incorporated into the model building workflow to achieve valuable model updates deeper
than those that conventional refraction full-waveform
inversion (FWI) currently provides?

Advances and limitations

Successfully applied in different geological environments
and data acquisition regimes, the FWI technique works
best with 3-D seismic data rich in both low frequencies
and long offsets. This is particularly true when inverting
the reflection data to refine velocities in deeper sections.
When using reflection data for FWI, it is important to
consider the fact that the method is prone to cycle skipping. Mitigating cycle skipping beyond half-wavelength
convergence criteria needs to be incorporated into the
objective function of the FWI.
The wavelengths recovered in FWI are heavily
influenced by the local subsurface velocity and the
illumination angular aperture. For transmission and
refraction energy, large illumination angle apertures
enable reconstruction of the long wavelength portions
of velocity models. For reflection energy, only the short
wavelength is recovered by FWI because of the nar-

row range of reflection
angle apertures.
As a result, conventional FWI recovers long-wavelength
components only in
shallow areas where
refraction energy is
dominant. To use the
refraction energy for
resolving the deep
velocity field in the
subsurface, longer
offset and lower frequency data are to
be acquired. As the
maximum offset of
conventional towed
streamer seismic data
are usually limited to
Figure 1a depicts the input model to reflection FWI with image overlay in the in-line
8 km to 10 km, FWI
direction, and Figure 1b shows the input model to reflection FWI with image overlay
updates are restricted
in the cross-line direction. Figure 1c is the reflection FWI updated model with image
to shallow sections
overlay in the in-line direction and Figure 1d is the reflection FWI updated model with
image overlay in the cross-line direction. (Image courtesy of WesternGeco)
only, especially in
deepwater environments. Thus, relying upon on the reflection part of
velocity model while incorporating reflection data. This
the energy becomes essential to achieving the deep
new method decomposes the earth model representavelocity updates.
tion into two models: a background model governing
the kinematics and a reflectivity model governing the
New method used in offshore Mexico
dynamics of the wavefield.
A new reflection-based method was developed to sucSee VELOCITY MODEL continued on page 10
cessfully update the low-wave number component of the

NEW THIS YEAR!

Business of Applied Geophysics (BAG) Plenary Sessions.
Included with your full-delegate registration.

Don’t miss today’s BAG Sessions!

Digital Transformation - Business
Opportunities and Challenges
9:30 AM-11:30 AM

This interactive forum brings together leaders from
NOCs, IOCS, Independents, Geophysical Service
providers, and Digital Service providers to discuss the
business opportunities and challenges presented by
this transformation.

Operating in a
Regulated Industry
1:50 PM-5:50 PM

This forum brings together high level federal and
state officials with oil and gas operator and contractor
management to discuss working in a regulated
industry, the challenges regulators and operators
face, and the intersections between them which are
permitted activities.

Dream of being your own boss? Have an invention to
revolutionize the oilfield? Want to start your own company?
Attend today the

SEG Entrepreneurs’ Session
Level 3, Ballroom A
1:50 PM - 5:10 PM
New this year, these questions and more will be addressed
by a panel of business experts including venture capitalists
and entrepreneurs who have succeeded and failed. This
panel includes Peter Duncan, Kirk Coburn, Lawrence Lau,
Erika Anderson, Kemal Farid, and Robert Schapiro. The
session will culminate in a “Shark Tank” inspired contest
in which teams of hopeful entrepreneurs will present their
ideas to the panel and compete for glory and exposure to
the SEG community. It’s a must-attend for anyone thinking
of going into business for themselves!

BAG sessions are held on Level 3, Ballroom B.
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Taking a New Look at Frontier Exploration
New developments in geoscience and regional understanding can help reduce risk.
BY RHONDA DUEY, SENIOR EDITOR, EXPLORATION

A

ccording to a recent webinar, exploration isn’t
dead. And the need for continued exploration
is not going away, according to Mike Simmons,
the Halliburton Technology Fellow for Geosciences and
Exploration. In his presentation Simmons discussed the
current exploration environment, citing several sources.
One was BP’s 2017 Energy Outlook, which looked at
technically recoverable reserves for oil versus predicted
demand between 2035 and 2050. “What appears to be
evident from this quite provocative figure is that there are
already abundant discovered hydrocarbon resources,” he
said. “This seems to exceed likely demand for the next
35 years or so.”
But this doesn’t tell the whole story. For one thing,
the BP report did not factor natural gas into the mix.
Perhaps more importantly, BP’s analysis is of technically recoverable reserves, not economically recoverable reserves. In Simmons’ view, this means that rather
than focusing on EOR techniques to “squeeze the very
last drops of oil from an old oil field,” it makes sense to
continue searching for new, more economically viable
reserves of hydrocarbons.
Unfortunately, according to information from Rystad
Energy, reserves replacement over the past 17 years has
rarely been above 100% and in some cases has been as
low as 20%. “This is an issue for concern because ultimately that performance can’t continue,” he said, adding
that a new approach to exploration is needed.

New factors driving exploration

While North America has unlocked the keys to unconventional development to some extent, and while these
efforts have mostly been through advances in drilling
and completions technology rather than exploration
technology (at least until now, though that is changing), Simmons said “the vast majority of production still
comes from conventional reservoirs.” This was recently
acknowledged by a Wood Mackenzie report noting that
its Macro Oils Team has released a new insight looking
at global cost curves that indicate many prefinal investment decision projects, even in deep water, are now
competitive with tight oil plays in the Lower 48 on a
breakeven basis.
“However, this competitiveness has come at the
expense of volumes,” a press release noted. “The tradeoff of cost efficiency versus volumes means that in the
medium to long term, the cost of supply is set to increase,
highlighting the Lower 48’s new role as an important
marginal barrel producer.”
Simmons said while about $60 billion was spent on
exploration in 2017, this is just one-third of what it

This paleoclimate model highlights areas of predicted upwelling during the Early Jurassic.
(Image courtesy of Halliburton)

was four or five years ago. “There has been a dramatic
decline in discovered reserves, particularly over the last
five years,” he said. “That’s partly due to fewer wells being
drilled and less investment, but it’s also because exploration is in some ways becoming more difficult. Geological risks are increasing—we often incorrectly predict the
presence of charge; we incorrectly predict the presence
of quality reservoirs and effective reservoirs at depth.”
And while the “super basin” concept is appealing,
looking in areas like the Permian Basin that still have vast
untapped reserves, other companies will still be looking
at completely new frontiers such as offshore Argentina,
offshore Eastern Canada, parts of West Africa, parts of
Southeast Asia and the Arctic. “[These areas] are very
tempting because the prizes are potentially very huge,”
he said.

Potential solutions

Machine learning is one solution to help the industry
cope with the huge amount of data and to make the
exploration process more efficient. Additionally, the
industry needs better techniques to predict the location
of the reservoir, charge, seal and trap, and it needs to
capture the uncertainty in these assessments.
Simmons gave an example by British academic Jenny
Bond. Bond gave a synthetic seismic image to more than
400 participants and asked them to interpret it. Perhaps
not surprisingly, the results were influenced by the interpreters’ areas of interest.

This South America regional depth framework highlights data inputs, including lines of section, outcrop geology,
wells and surface geology data. (Image courtesy of Halliburton)
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“Those with experience in salt tectonics invoked salt
in the structural configuration,” he said. “Those with
expertise in sequence stratigraphy might see a more sedimentological genesis. Those with compressional experience saw a lot of thrusts.”
Overall, only 21% of the participants actually came up
with the “right” interpretation.
How can this bias be overcome? Two words: regional
geology. For instance, the synthetic image did show evidence of salt tectonics. “If we had known it was coming
from West Africa, we might have understood it and perhaps related it to some of the salt basins that formed as
the Atlantic was opening,” he said.
The goal, then, is to improve effectiveness in regional
screening. This is done by developing gross depositional
maps to map the distribution of potential source, reservoir and seal elements. Burial depth is an important element to determine the maturity of the source rocks. This
allows the interpreter to generate charge, reservoir and
seal maps, which are then stacked together in a composite common risk segment map to high-grade the most
prospective areas.
Simmons showed an example offshore Argentina,
which is receiving considerable attention due to an
upcoming licensing round. While much of the region has
been mapped, only a few areas meet all of the criteria.
“How do we come to interpretations such as that?”
he asked. “Clearly we have data where reservoir sands
are present and where source rocks are present. And we
can use geological techniques including source-to-sink
and plate tectonic geodynamic history to start to model
where potential facies are present, which could be either
a reservoir source or seal.”
Another tool is to reconstruct past climate history.
Paleoclimate studies can map areas that received intense
rainfall in the past, which in turn led to increased runoff
and potentially more likely reservoir presence. Or they
can be used to predict upwelling and other factors that
drive source rock deposition. These maps are generated
by understanding topography, atmospheric CO2 and
bathymetry, which in turn enables predictions of ocean
and atmospheric circulation.
Another technique Landmark is using is creating
regional depth frameworks to find the sedimentary depocenters that determine maturity of source rocks and,
for example, considerable thicknesses of sand systems.
And the source-to-sink process looks at the depositional
processes, drainage patterns and sediment conduits from
river deltas into ocean basins. Finally, studying sedimentary architecture provides an understanding of rock
interbedding, important in resource play exploitation.
Overall, Simmons said geoscientists have several
tools at their disposal, from stratigraphic architecture to modeling past climates. With several basins
around the world still vastly underexplored, this arsenal should help reduce the uncertainty associated with
frontier exploration. n
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OPPORTUNITY
(continued from page 1)

than theories themselves, the industry needs to
respond nimbly to the new promise, something it
hasn’t always proved adept at.
Willis was actually a geophysicist for many years,
studying the geology of Death Valley as a graduate student. He said SEG provided funding for his travels to
Death Valley during his studies. After graduation he
went to work for Amoco, now BP, traveling the world as
he honed his skills.
“One of the most exciting things was when I had my
first oil discovery offshore New Orleans,” he said. “I felt
like I could finally call myself an oil and gas person. I
did that over and over, which was pretty exciting until
I drilled my first dry hole. I still think it should have
worked. It haunts me to this day.”
While the industry has made enormous progress, he
still thought the rate of progress was too slow. So after
25 years in the oil and gas industry, he went to work
for Google Cloud. “I made the decision to join Google

Cloud to help accelerate this much talked-about digital
transformation, which is taking way too long. I worry
about the lack of velocity in the face of change. Time is
of the essence.
“A statement used in the '60s and '70s is a statement
that I think is useful to us now: ‘It's time for us to think
about the fierce urgency of now.’ Those of you who do
not embrace this journey that entails all things digital
will ultimately become the casualties.”
Part of the issue is the sheer volume of data being
generated. And while more data might not seem like
a good thing, Willis is a strong proponent of merging
new datasets with older datasets and finding meaning
in those datasets. “In your work today, how much data
is being generated?” he asked. “And how much are you
actually using to make decisions or to derive insights? Is
it where it should be in the 21st century? Are you where
you should be in the 21st century? Can we do better?
Can you do better?

“My assertion is that we can do a lot better. There's a
lot of data trapped in spreadsheets, reports, Power Point
slides, work documents, file cabinets, etc. And there's a
lot of data being generated as we speak on vessels or platforms or pads. Data is being generated in real time, and
it's more than we can handle.”
Another problem is the time it takes to acquire a seismic survey, process it, interpret it and deliver a final
product. Willis thinks this time can be dramatically
condensed, for instance, reducing the cycle time for data
acquisition from years to weeks or planning a well and
drilling it in one day.
“These things can be accomplished through AI and ML,”
he said. “We no longer have the luxury to take our time.”
Overall, he said, the continuing need for oil and gas
should be an instigation to move this adoption along.
“The time is now, and action is required of us now,” he
said. “If we're going to truly embrace the future and help
light up the world, we've got some work to do.” n

Industry News: Pilot Study Proves Successful for Hard-to-Access Surveys
Total E&P Research & Development, along with Wireless Seismic Inc. and the former Geokinetics, announced
the development of the next-generation land seismic
acquisition and processing system, METIS (Multiphysics Exploration Technology Integrated System), in
June 2017. Led by TOTAL, the R&D program aims to
significantly reduce cycle times and optimize HSE performance while acquiring and processing 3-D land programs in difficult areas worldwide.
More than 50 personnel from six companies ventured
to the foothills of Papua New Guinea in late 2017 for the
initial field test of the deployment drones, the data record-

ing and transmitting DARTs (Downfall Air Receiver Technology), and the data processing functionality of METIS.
The goal of the field test was to deploy the maximum
number of DARTs through heavy vegetation via aerial
drone, while limiting the footprint on the area and successfully transmitting data in real time. The result: 60
DARTS were successfully deployed from a single drone
within a few hours, and live seismic data were recovered
from the DART sensors.
As a METIS development partner, Wireless Seismic
provides the real-time seismic recording infrastructure
that supports 150,000-plus channels required by METIS

deployments; the high-speed, real-time radio telemetry
system, based on next-generation radio technology from
Wireless Seismic; and the DART seismic recording channel deployed from aerial drones.
The DART enclosure design had to encompass and withstand many deployment and environmental factors when
dropped from various heights. After evaluating 16 design
combinations of tails and noses and 250 drops in open fields
and thick canopies, the design combination that performed
best was selected for the pilot test in Papua New Guinea.
Visit Wireless Seismic booth 1901 and TOTAL booth
2000 for additional information. n

YOUR CAREER IS YOUR BUSINESS.
IT’S TIME FOR YOU TO WORK IT OUT!

INTERNATIONAL RECEPTION
Global Gathering Place, Booth #1815
Today, 4:00 PM–6:00 PM
Join us at the Global Gathering Place for the
International Reception! Enjoy libations, refresh
global acquaintances, and make some new ones
during the event.
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Career Workout:

Strategies and tools for improving your
professional profile and employability

Today, 9:00 AM-11:30 AM
Room 213CD
Registration fee: $150

(Space is limited, first come, first served)
Hosted by the SEG Women’s Network, this short course is
a professional development program for geophysicists
in a changing energy ecosystem. Attendees will
increase career awareness and acquire skills aimed
at professional and personal development and career
mobilization. Exercises will reinforce the concepts
introduced in the course, including: understanding self,
professional branding, networking, and a career toolkit
to take into the future. This course is expressly tailored
to the needs of SEG members by the management
consulting professionals at Lincoln Leadership Advisors.
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New Multitool for Onshore Seismic
An improved 3C nodal system provides the flexibility and reliability
required to meet operational challenges.

“Logic, if used in the proper way, is very
powerful,” he said.
Campbell’s recent activities have revolutionized the geological understanding
of the LA Basin. “On the estuary of the
San Bernardino River, Caltech, among
others, have met with us and said that our
application of dense receiver and source
grids are providing 3-D images of unprecedented quality that are proving to be of
great value in refining the actual location
of faults,” he said. “Each survey has shown
these areas to be much more complex
than prior models.”
This was the result of using nodal technology. “We had eight teams that bury
572 nodes a day,” Campbell said. “This
is extremely efficient in this very densely
populated area.”
In addition to finding oil and gas in the
LA Basin, Campbell’s work is important
for this seismically active area. “Infrastructure can be reinforced where shown
to be most vulnerable by these studies,” he
said. “Emergency response for the placement of supplies and the areas that will be
most prone to damage can be based on
very detailed information, not the inaccurate fault maps currently available now.”
His advice to the high school students
attending the Applied Science workshop
is that “the field seismic crews are to me
like small armies, with a large variety of
skills,” he said, “with each project being a
campaign whose objective is knowledge.
“And get a summer internship,” he
added as a final tip. n

CONTRIBUTED BY INOVA GEOPHYSICAL

I

NOVA has released its latest three-channel (3C)
autonomous nodal product, Hawk HD.
Hawk HD builds significantly on the previous generation Hawk nodal system, introduced in 2012. Smaller
and lighter than its predecessor while retaining all of its
rugged capabilities, Hawk HD provides unmatched sensor flexibility and an array of hardware improvements to
deliver improved operational performance in the toughest terrains of today’s seismic operations.
Hawk HD’s advanced electronics and power management features a significant power consumption improvement, with the low power electronics doubling the
runtime when compared to the previous generation of
Hawk. With two times the improvement on data download performance, the system also benefits from a much
faster mechanism to harvest the recorded seismic data,
ensuring client data delivery is rapid and accurate.
Hawk HD units can be monitored via an infield quality control (QC) application, available on Android,
which provides users with the ability to monitor battery
life, GPS status, memory and sensor all from an intuitive
touchscreen application.
The system is fully compatible with the previous generation of Hawk, allowing a mixed use of ground electronics in the field.
Hawk HD is integrated with iX1, INOVA’s common
central recording system software, providing hybrid
operational capabilities with G3i HD, a cable-based
acquisition system. iX1 acts as the central hub for visibility and management of the seismic program and includes
support for map visualization, source and receiver QC,
data management, reporting, and analysis. n

LICENSE
(continued from page 2)

Hawk HD was deployed with a 3C analog sensor
during a recent field test. (Photo courtesy of
INOVA Geophysical)

DEEP LEARNING
(continued from page 4)

fields associated with different subsurface features and
conditions. These wavefields carry signatures related to
fractures, faults, edges, points and other structural discontinuities, features not always easy to resolve because
of size and low illumination energies. When isolated,
these wavefields can be used to produce feature-targeted
images of unprecedented resolution and clarity. Unfortunately, traditional seismic and imaging procedures
routinely impose many averaging (integration) operations on these wavefields preventing their isolation and
recovery. Consequently, interpreters must work with
composite wavefield images of high signal to noise but
low image resolution.
The separation of wavefields cannot be solved with
deep learning methods alone. A sophisticated data
preparation must be run to allow the image capture
of wavefields prior to the generation and application
of deep learning filters. This problem is solved by
using a full-azimuth (FAZ) prestack depth imaging procedure carried out in the local angle domain
(Emerson’s EarthStudy 360) to generate FAZ reflec-

tion angle gathers and FAZ direction angle gathers.
Each directional angle gather consists of thousands
of traces (directions) illuminating each subsurface
point from a rich spectrum of angles. More importantly, these gathers contain all the wavefields in a
recoverable format.
Since the directional angle gathers include thousands
of illumination directions, and subsurface features
respond to specific ones, principal component analysis
(PCA) is run to isolate the principal directivities and
reduce the dimensionality of the data. Each principal
component (PC) is related to a different image pattern,
associated with a certain subsurface geometrical object,
such as continuous structural surfaces (reflectors), faults
and fracture systems, point diffractors and coherent and
ambient noise. The process compresses the image data
into a small set of informative data components, which
can be efficiently classified.
Deep learning differentiates and classifies features
or objects. It is carried out with a convolutional neural network, a network of many layers, neurons and

connectors to support many inputs. Each layer of
the neural network detects a certain characteristic
of the wavefield that allows the network to classify
subsurface features of different scales and energies.
To become efficient at seismic feature classification,
thousands of data records (or models) are required to
train the network. This rich training set can be generated with methods that use different apertures or different seismic surveys. Once training is complete, the
results of the training are used to predict the classes
in the rest of the (unlabeled) data.
The process is both automatic and powerful. Interpreters no longer have to work with a composite (average) image of many wavefields. Instead, they can work
with image volumes constructed from FAZ prestack
data that emphasize targeted subsurface features. Preliminary results show remarkable image clarity for features that may not even be recoverable with standard
imaging methods. Deep learning has other applications
for seismic data and will play a strategic role in this
digital transformation. n

quencies of 1 Hz to 10 Hz and 1 Hz to 14 Hz. To extend
the updates to the deep part of the basin and under the
salt, reflection-based FWI was performed at the low-frequency dominant band.
The resulting update demonstrated improvements in
imaging from significant velocity changes that extend
through the salt body as an effective intrasalt and subsalt
update. The input velocity field (Figures 1a and 2a in the
image on page 7) was fine-tuned using reflection-based

FWI to achieve the final velocity model and image (Figures 1b and 2b). Figures 1c and 2c show the kinematic
changes of the model within and adjacent to the subsalt
velocity solely due to reflection-based FWI. Improvements in reflector continuity and focusing are observed
at base salt and subsalt in the Lower Tertiary after the
update, proving the successful application.
To learn more about this new method, visit with
Schlumberger at booth 1641. n

VELOCITY MODEL
(continued from page 7)

During the reflection-based FWI iterations, both the
background model and the reflectivity model are updated.
These inversions can start from simple models without the
need to derive an accurate initial model from tomographic
methods. By using reflection-based FWI, large improvements to the velocity model are obtained that benefit the
quality of both shallow and deep imaging.
In the Western Gulf of Mexico, conventional FWI
started with two frequency bands with maximum fre10
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VOTING RIGHTS
(continued from page 1)

vote of those gathered both in person at the meeting and
those joining remotely via an online linkup.
The other two amendments considered by the council
on Sunday proved more contentious.
The second amendment brought before the council
would have reduced the credential submission requirements for those applying for SEG Active Membership.
Currently, applicants are required to give substantial
detail on their educational background and professional
experience during the application process. The proposed
Bylaws change would have eliminated this requirement
and made submission of such information voluntary.
District 3 Representative Stuart Wright, speaking in
opposition to the proposition, said he believed the proposed amendment constituted a “significant change” to
the SEG Bylaws and that he has not heard a substantial
call for such a change from the members he represents.
Similarly, incoming SEG Board Director at Large David
Lumley said he believed that active members should
have “some skin in the game” and that he didn’t consider an application process that might take an hour to
complete to be overly onerous. He argued that making
the application process too easy could lead to negative
unintended consequences.
In response, Maitri Erwin, representing the Geophysical Society of Houston on the Council, said she considered SEG’s membership fee to be adequate skin in the
game and that SEG should strive to make its membership application process more broadly accessible.
Nonetheless, the proposed amendment to Article III,
Section 1A of the SEG Bylaws failed to achieve the twothirds majority approval necessary to continue on to a
vote of the full SEG Active Membership.
The final proposed amendment considered by the
council would grant voting rights and the right of petition to SEG associate members. Under the proposed

change, associate members still would be prohibited
from holding elective office or serving on the council,
but associate members would be included in the member count to determine the number of representatives
from Sections and Associated Societies on the Council.
During discussion, District 1 Representative Allen
Bertagne said that the case for such a proposed Bylaws
change, both pro and con, should be made further in
advance of a Council vote. Aldo Vesnaver, representing
the Emirates Society of Geoscience, noted that information about the proposed amendments had been printed
in The Leading Edge, in accordance with SEG Bylaws.
Vesnaver also argued that measures should be taken to
improve the level of participation among SEG’s members
and that granting voting rights to associate members was
a step in that direction.
Erwin said she speaks often to young professionals
within SEG who question the value proposition of membership. She said SEG is losing young people and that
those young professionals need to be engaged and given
the right to vote. “If we don’t,” she said, “we won’t have
anyone sitting in this room [in the future].”
SEG Director at Large Ken Tubman said he didn’t
understand putting restrictions on an individual’s ability to be active within SEG and agreed with extending
voting rights to associate members to encourage involvement from young professionals.
After discussion ended, Council Chair Lee Lawyer
called for a vote, and the amendment passed with 37
in favor and 9 opposed, thus achieving the two-thirds
majority approval necessary to move forward.
Both the proposed amendment to grant voting rights
to associate members and the proposed amendment to
expand the pool of candidates for council chair will be
submitted by ballot within 60 days to the entire SEG
Active Membership.

The meeting included a brief speech by SEG President
Nancy House and a discussion about challenges facing
district representatives that was led by District 2 Representative Gerald Beaudoin. Lawyer chaired the final
council meeting of his three-year term and at the end
of the meeting passed the gavel to new Council Chair
Gustavo Carstens. n

SEG Entrepreneurs’
Session
Tuesday, Oct. 16
1:50 p.m. to 5:10 p.m., Level 3,
Ballroom A
Do you dream of being your own boss? Do you
have an invention that will revolutionize the oil
field? How do you start a company? How do you
raise money? How do you navigate the Valley of
Death? And how do you recognize and pull out
of a bad plan? New this year, the SEG Entrepreneurs’ Session will help address these questions
and more with a panel of business experts within
the venture capital, finance and marketing sectors and entrepreneurs who have succeeded and
ones who have failed. The session will culminate
in a “Shark Tank” inspired contest in which teams
of hopeful entrepreneurs will present their ideas
to the panel and compete for glory and exposure
to the SEG community. n

Industry News
TGS and Schlumberger Announce
Project in US Gulf of Mexico
TGS and Schlumberger have announced a
new multiclient nodal seismic project in the
U.S. Gulf of Mexico.
The project, named “Amendment,” will
comprise acquisition of a 2,350-sq-km
multiclient seismic survey in the Mississippi
Canyon and Atwater Valley protraction
areas of the U.S. Gulf of Mexico. This prolific
area includes open acreage, existing producing assets and new discoveries. Seismic data
will be acquired using Fairfield Geotechnologies 4C nodal acquisition technology
with operations expected to commence
in fourth-quarter 2018. TGS and Schlumberger will apply their full azimuth processing expertise and expect to deliver final data
to customers in the first quarter of 2020.
“The Amendment project will enhance
our current data coverage in the Central
U.S. Gulf of Mexico,” said Kristian Johansen, CEO of TGS. “E&P companies are
showing increased interest in the benefits
of nodal seismic data to overcome imaging
challenges in this region. In the Amend-

ment project, TGS and Schlumberger will
reimage underlying WAZ seismic data to
provide modern, high-quality nodal seismic
data to our clients.”
“Schlumberger and TGS have built up
extensive geophysical and geological knowledge in this prolific part of the U.S. Gulf of
Mexico,” said Maurice Nessim, president,
WesternGeco, Schlumberger. “The application of nodal seismic technology and
state-of-the-art imaging techniques will
help to accelerate hydrocarbon discovery,
development and production for our clients. This unique dataset will provide a step
change in illuminating complex subsurface
structures and help E&P companies to maximize the value of their producing assets
and rejuvenate their exploration portfolios.
This highly integrated project will combine
well log data, high-quality orthogonal WAZ
and new nodal measurements to provide
foundations for the first industry-funded
regional nodal survey in the deepwater Gulf
of Mexico.” n

Processing & Imaging
Reveal® Software
Multi-Client

Clearly Better.
A powerful fleet, complete with modern technology, manned by
experienced crews with advanced Fast Track processing capacity.

METHOD
(continued from page 4)

to each stationary receiver location.
To enable a stable deconvolution of
the source wavefield, the source wavefield needs to be as white as possible
without deep notches in the spectrum.
In addition to continuous seismic

Marine Acquisition

recording, near-field hydrophone data
need to be recorded continuously to be
able to determine the wavefield emitted
by the individual source elements.
For additional information, visit
booth 1841 or pgs.com/eSeismic. n
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Visit us on booth 1601
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Improve Efficiencies, Maximize Economic Recovery
with 4-D Reservoir Monitoring
New software delivers new capabilities for integrated shared earth modeling and life of field surveillance.
CONTRIBUTED BY IKON SCIENCE

I

kon Science, a global geo-prediction company, has
released new RokDoc software enabling operators
to improve efficiencies, reduce costs and maximize
economic recovery through 4-D time lapse monitoring.
The company’s new reservoir monitoring software
add-on delivers extensive new capabilities in 3-D and
4-D shared earth modeling in the RokDoc platform. The
software brings together data from engineering, geological and geophysical domains to deliver a petro-elastic
subsurface model and suite of seismic modeling and
analysis tools that can be used to critically assess the
value of information of 4-D seismic and to integrate 3-D
and 4-D time lapse information into static and dynamic
property models used for simulation.
Users of the RokDoc software can load corner point
grids (CPGs) and combine them with the full suite of
4-D rock physics models in the software, with no limitations of the number and type of rock physics models
in use. The highly flexible modeling system can bring
together multiple CPGs, combining them through the
application of a broad range of modeling strategies and
allowing a single unified model to be constructed to the
surface—an important aspect of the modeling required
for geomechanical analyses throughout the asset life
cycle. The stress, temperature and saturation states and
the corresponding fluid acoustic properties of all zones
and layers within the model are allowed to vary both
spatially and temporally, with on-the-fly interpolation
to any user defined (intermediate or future) date.
Using the comprehensive scripting capabilities and zone
and layer definitions, users can modify underlying static
and dynamic CPG properties utilizing maps, volumes and
external quantities. In doing so, alternative and hypothetical production scenarios can be rapidly explored, enabled
by the recipe-based workflows and on-the-fly calculations.
For proprietary rock physics models and application of
other custom computations, users can plug in Python code
using RokDoc’s External Interface. Once the 4-D property
model parameters are defined, prestack and post-stack synthetic seismic and impedance quantities can be generated
and scrutinized, with time shifts computed on the fly based
on changes in the underlying property model.
A novel method for noise modeling also has been implemented, allowing users to investigate the impact of spatial
and offset/angle correlated noise on the detectability of the
4-D signal. With these tools, users can perform fast, integrated 4-D seismic modeling for 4-D time lapse feasibility to
understand the potential for 4-D to impact any given hydrocarbon field/resource. Information and findings from these
analyses form an important component of value of information studies for commercial and technical planning purposes.
Along with the 4-D forward modeling capabilities, the
reservoir monitoring add-on provides extensive 3-D and
4-D seismic reservoir characterization tools to translate
4-D seismic responses into estimates of saturation and
pressure change (along with other parameters). These estimates can be fed back into future or intermediate dates in
the 4-D property model, closing the loop between simulation and seismic and providing a crucial tool for the
communication of inconsistencies between geomodel,
simulation and seismic observations. Combined with
the seismic data conditioning and inversion add-ons,
users can perform on-the-fly 3-D and 4-D seismic data
conditioning to match time lapse surveys and perform
registration without having to move to a separate seismic
processing package. The conditioning tools combine with
3-D inversion to deliver a seamless forward modeling and
seismic data analysis workflow, through which geoscientists and engineers can work toward the common goal of
improving field production efficiency, well stock and rate
management, and optimization of ongoing and future reservoir development strategies.
Ikon will be delivering demonstrations and case studies at this year’s SEG, with a “launch and lunch” session
on Tuesday, Oct. 16. n
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A 3-D perspective of 3-D and 4-D inversion of
seismic data for facies distribution and water
saturation change across two vintages of seismic
data in RokDoc. (Image courtesy of Ikon Science)
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